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QUESTION 1

Which TWO items explain the erPersonItemobjectclass? 

A. An auxiliary objectclass that contains attributes that used to map custom attributes to reserved ISIM attributes like
mail and supervisory data. 

B. An auxiliary objectclass that is only on person objects that are in Inactive state, and it allows an attribute to contain
the inactivation date. 

C. An auxiliary objectclass that is on all person objects belonging to the base Person entity and any custom person
entity. 

D. A derived objectclass from the base iNetOrgPersonobjectclass that is on all person objects in ISIM. 

E. An auxiliary objectclass that is only on person objects belonging to the base Person entity. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

When gathering requirements for Access Control which TWO access types to be managed need to be identified? 

A. MessageGroup name 

B. AccessRole name 

C. MailServername 

D. MailGroup name 

E. AccessID name 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

The customer\\'s design calls for a new custom person entity to be created. 

What is a valid statement regarding operations that can be carried out on the new person entity? 

A. The custom person entity will inherit only System Defined operations of Person entity type. These can be customized
and new operations can be defined. 

B. The custom person entity will inherit all operations of Person entity type. These cannot be customized, but new
operations can be defined. 

C. The custom person entity will inherit all operations of Person entity type. These can be customized, and new
operations can be defined. 

D. The custom person entity will not inherit any operations of Person entity type. All needed operations will need to be
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defined. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

The client has a requirement to setup a reconciliation schedule against a given service that will run only on Monday.
Wednesday, and Friday at 8:00 am. 

How many schedules will need to be setup for the service in order to meet the requirement? 

A. It is not possible to meet the requirement. 

B. Three schedules will be needed. 

C. Two schedules will needed. 

D. One schedule will needed. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

On a 32-bit operating system what is the recommended maxheap value specification for ISIM\\'s jvm? 

A. 1280MB 

B. 4096MB 

C. 1024MB 

D. 2048MB 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

When you create a custom Person or BPPerson type entity, how is the actual LDAP class that stores the entity
created? 

A. IBM Security Systems Identity Manager will recognize the new attributes from data feed and create the objectclass
automatically. 

B. Custom LDAP classes and their attributes must be created directly within your LDAP data repository. 

C. Use the IdapConfig tool provided by IBM Security Systems Identity Manager to create the objectclass. 

D. Modify the person form and specify the attributes to include for the new entity. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Reference: http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSRMWJ_6.0.0.2/com.ibm.isim.doc_6.0.0.2/configuring/t
sk/ tsk_ic_entity_add.htm?lang=pl (third para) 

 

QUESTION 7

In a web SSO environment, what is a valid step in the deployment plan to achieve integration between ISIM and web
SSO product for implementing Forgotten Password functionality? 

A. ISIM\\'s Forgotten Password function must get the challenge questions from the web SSO product and change ISIM
service\\'s password. 

B. ISIM\\'s Forgotten Password function will automatically bounce the request to web SSO product\\'s Forgotten
Password function. 

C. The web SSO product\\'s Forgotten Password function can get the challenge questions from ISIM. 

D. The web SSO\\'s forgotten password function cannot be used - only ISIM\\'s forgotten password function must be
used. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which entity always applies to all users in the organization tree? 

A. Dynamic role membership 

B. Static role membership 

C. Provisioning policy 

D. Work flow 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: Reference:
http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSTFWV_5.1.0/com.ibm.itim.doc/cpt/cpt_ic_plan_orgtre
e_scope_role.html?lang=en 

 

QUESTION 9

Which two items are relevant when considering an increase of the ISIM 1TDS directory instance entry cache size?
(Choose two) 

A. Available memory per process in the operating system 

B. Number of attributes defined in v3.modifiedschema 

C. Number and size of user and accounts objects 

D. Current setting of ibm-slapdSizeLimit 
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E. Number of indexed attributes 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 10

How would you create an organizational structure in ISIM for a customer to manage 50.000 users and 900 servers? 

A. Create an organization structure where users can be placed into multiple user OUs based on placement rule that
evaluates user attributes. Services on which a user can have accounts must be defined in the same OU as the user. 

B. Create an organization structure where users can be placed into multiple user OUs based on placement rule that
evaluates user attributes. Services on which a user can have accounts can be defined in a separate OU. 

C. Create two separate OUs for users and services. All users need to be in the same OU in ISIM, and organization roles
must be defined at level that is higher than the user OU. 

D. Create a single Organizational Unit (OU) under the default Organization to anchor users and services and their
associated policies. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

When planning for customization, how would you handle local changes to attributes in the Microsoft Active Directory? 

A. Define a new profile for the AD adapter, set up an extended schema mapping file, and build a form to collect those
elements. 

B. Run reconciliation against the Active Directory to obtain the values of the attributes. 

C. Set up a provisioning policy to manually create accounts in Active Directory. 

D. Use the adapter development toolkit to set up another MSAD adapter. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two of the following are valid recertification policy schedule types? (Choose two) 

A. Run after service reconcile 

B. Run after policy update 

C. Calendar 

D. Rolling 

E. Daily 
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Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: http://www01.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSRMWJ_6.0.0.2/com.ibm.isim.doc_6.0.0.2/admin/cpt/cp
t_ic_admin_recertpolicy_message.htm 

 

QUESTION 13

When gathering requirements for Access Control which access level should be identified? 

A. Multiple branch tree structure with a set of open nodes 

B. Hierarchical tree structure with a set of linked nodes 

C. Linked list tree structure with a set of linked nodes 

D. Sub-tree structure with a set a defined nodes 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

CSR in the context of ISIM v6.0 adapters refers to: 

A. Communications Service Request 

B. Certificate Signature Renewal 

C. Certificate Signing Removal 

D. Certificate Signing Request 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

When gathering requirements for workflows, which function uses workflows? 

A. Organization Tree development 

B. LDAP Adapter development 

C. Reconciliation development 

D. Lifecycle development 

Correct Answer: D 
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